We propose the design of a low-loss suspended core terahertz fiber with rectangular-shaped dielectric strips in the fiber cross section. The finite element method is used to analyze the characteristics of the suspended core terahertz fiber. Terahertz wave in a frequency range from 0.74 $ 0.95 THz is efficiently confined in the suspended core region with a total loss lower than 0.086 dB/cm ð$ 0:02 cm À1 Þ. Meanwhile, any contact on the surface of this fiber will not disturb the field and induce additional losses. A 3.36-cm-long terahertz polarization splitter derived from this fiber with a transmission loss less than 0.89 dB, is also numerically demonstrated. A bandwidth of 0.032 THz at the center frequency of 1 THz with an extinction ratio better than À20 dB is obtained.
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Introduction
The terahertz radiation of electromagnetic spectrum, located between millimeter wave and infrared frequencies, has attracted extensive attention over the last decade due to its great potential for applications in the fields of biotechnology [1] , spectroscopy [2] - [4] , imaging [5] - [7] , and communication [8] . The development of low-loss and low-cost terahertz waveguides is limited by the serious material absorption at the terahertz range. Because of the high absorption losses in dielectrics, a large amount of work has been driven to study a variety of guiding mechanisms to reduce the propagation losses for terahertz radiations. Given that dry air is almost transparent for terahertz wave propagation, many optical-fiber-type guiding designs have been developed with the main aim to force a large part of the terahertz radiation to propagate in air while still confine it to a waveguide, these include, for example, subwavelength dielectric fibers [9] - [11] , hollow-core fibers [12] - [15] , porous fibers [16] , [17] , porous-core bandgap fibers [18] , [19] and suspended core subwavelength fibers [20] .
For future terahertz communication and imaging applications, a number of directional coupling functional devices based on these fibers have also been developed. A terahertz directional coupler based on the solid-core subwavelength fiber is reported in the literature [21] . The terahertz field of the guided mode in this solid-core fiber has a small overlap with the lossy waveguide material resulting in low absorption loss [9] - [11] . Terahertz pipe-waveguide-based directional couplers are numerically and experimentally studied in Ref. [22] . For the dielectric pipe waveguide, a thin dielectric with lower absorption loss acts as a cladding and a circular air region acts as the fiber core [23] , in which the terahertz fields of the guided mode are well-guided in the air core region and experience low attenuation. However, these two kinds of fibers both have the disadvantage that they are difficult to manipulate and support using holders, because they are susceptible to high perturbation from any environmental contact on the surface.
Apart from these coupling devices stated above, Nielsen et al. [24] present a broadband terahertz fiber directional coupler based on the fiber with a down-doped core. Chen et al. [25] present a directional coupler based on three-core photonics crystal fiber configuration. Because the terahertz field of the guided modes of the two couplers is mainly distributed in the waveguide material, reducing the coupler length is the only method to reduce absorption loss of these devices.
For porous fibers, the guiding mechanism is based on the total internal reflection. The majority of mode field in the fibers is localized in the air holes, which results in low absorption losses. A low index discontinuity terahertz waveguide is presented in reference [11] with theoretical and experimental results. The additional single subwavelength hole in the center of the solid core can lead to strong field confinement inside this hole. It has also been shown that adding more holes within the subwavelength fiber reduces the fiber absorption loss by forcing a greater portion of light in the dry low-loss gas filling the porous fiber core [26] . Atakaramians et al. [27] have presented the experimental demonstration of a variety of terahertz porous fibers.
The suspended core fibers, also termed three-hole fibers was first reported by Kiang et al. in 2002 [28] , which are used for light guiding at near-infrared band. The fiber structure is based on a high airfilling fraction microstructured fiber with a small core suspended via three thin struts. The configuration of this fiber can be also applied for terahertz applications when the polymer materials are used. Recently, a kind of low-loss terahertz waveguide suspended core fiber has been proposed [20] , in which the core-guided mode is effectively isolated from interacting with the surrounding environment by the outer material cladding, making these fibers easy to manipulate without disrupting the signal. This fiber is fabricated with the solid core suspended by the network of $10 mthick bridges in a much larger tube with 5.1 mm outer diameter in size. The fiber exhibits a broad continuous bandwidth (0.28-0.48 THz) with a very low loss of 0.02 cm À1 . In this paper, we will introduce another kind of index-guiding suspended core terahertz fiber, which can be used to realize a low-loss terahertz polarization splitter. The merit of the fiber is that most of the terahertz field propagates in the air region, which can efficiently reduce the loss caused by the absorption of the fiber material. Meanwhile, any contact on the surface of this fiber will not disturb the field and induce additional losses. The fiber also shows a strong polarization-dependent coupling property, which shows the potential for the realization of a simple low-loss polarization splitter. The length of the polarization splitter based on this fiber can be as short as 3.36 cm.
Geometry of the Suspended Core Fiber
The index-guiding suspended core fiber design is shown in Fig. 1 . Two rectangular-shaped dielectric strips extend in the x-and y-orientations, respectively. The orthogonal sector of the strips in the x-and y-orientations acts as the fiber core. The rest of these rectangular-shaped strips, four big air holes, and the dielectric cirque constitute the cladding of the fiber. The main function of the dielectric cirque is fixing the strips. The fiber structure is characterized by the following parameters: thickness of rectangular-shaped dielectric strips d, strip-to-strip pitch Ã, the inner diameter of the dielectric cirque D, and the thickness of the dielectric cirque is 0.5 mm. The dielectric material of the dielectric cirque and the rectangular-shaped strips is set to be Topas [29] . Topas is a nonpolar cyclic-olefin copolymer. The choice of this material is based on the following considerations. First, in the terahertz range, the bulk material loss mat is linearly proportional to the frequency in the range from 0.2 to 1.5 THz, and the loss is 0.06 cm À1 at 0.4 THz and increases at a rate of 0.36 cm À1 /THz, which is approximately 100 times lower than that of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). Second, the refractive index of Topas is nearly a constant, with n ¼ 1:5258 in the frequency range of 0.2-1.5 THz, which is beneficial for ultra-low material dispersion. Third, TOPAS is also humidity insensitive [30] , photosensitive [31] , and can be used for biosensing [32] , [33] .
The air-filling fraction of the orthogonal core area and the structure consisting of the rest sector of rectangular-shaped strips are given by f 1 ¼ ðÃ À dÞ 2 =Ã 2 and f 2 ¼ ðÃ À dÞ=Ã, then f 1 G f 2 . Thus, the core effective refractive index is higher than that of the outer cladding, which leads to the indexguiding mechanism for terahertz wave guidance. As will be demonstrated, the terahertz guide mode can be efficiently confined in the suspended core area. At the same time, a significant fraction of light is distributed in the air; thus, the loss due to absorption of the fiber material is reduced. Furthermore, the guided mode is isolated from external environment by the dielectric cirque, and any contact on the surface of the fiber cannot disturb the terahertz field, which facilitates the fiber handling and coating on the surface of the fiber. Most importantly, it can be easier to design directional coupling functional devices based on this propagation principle. This fiber design can be fabricated using the extrusion technique, which has been demonstrated to be viable for fabrications of spider-web rectangular air-hole porous fibers [27] and nanomechanical optical fiber [34] .
Transmission Characteristics of the Suspended Core Terahertz Fiber
The comprehensive numerical characterizations are solved with finite element method (FEM) using the commercially available FEM solver (COMSOL3.5a). Triangular sub-domains are used to discretize the computation area. The computational region is meshed into $50 000 elements, and the sub-domain of the rectangular-shaped dielectric strips is refine-meshed into $7600 elements. In Fig. 2(a) and (b), we present the electric field and the spatial characteristics of the core-guided mode at 1 THz. The mode is very close to Gaussian shape across its overall shape, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The guided-core mode is effectively confined in the fiber core; hence, the fiber is not sensitive to any environmental perturbations. This property makes the fiber easy to be handled without altering the light propagation properties, which shows similar quality with that of the hollowcore bandgap terahertz fiber [14] or suspended core optical fiber [20] .
Here, the optical parametersVi.e., power fraction and effective loss, are numerically examined. Power fractions within different regions of the fiber are defined as [16] 
where S z is the z-component of the Poynting vector, and the subscript x represents air hole or solid material regions within the suspended core fiber. For a given mode, the material absorption loss is defined by [35] mod
where " 0 and 0 are the permittivity and the permeability in vacuum, respectively. nðr Þ is the refractive index of the material, and mat ðr Þ is the absorption loss of the bulk material.
The confinement loss of the fiber can be deduced from the imaginary part of the complex fundamental mode index by the following formulation [36] :
where Imðn eff Þ is the imaginary part of the effective index for the guided mode. We assume structure parameters such as: strip-to-strip pitch Ã ¼ 100 m, thickness of rectangular-shaped dielectric strips d ¼ 20 m, and the inner diameter of the dielectric cirque D ¼ 4 mm. The various values of power fractions within each region as a function of frequency are shown in Fig. 2(c) . It can be observed that as the frequency increases, the power in the solid material increases; however, most of the guided power is still located in the air-hole region, which results in a low absorption loss within a wide range of frequency. The absorption loss and confinement loss of the fiber versus frequency are presented in Fig. 2(d) . The absorption loss is lower than 0.4 dB/cm over a wide range of frequency from 0.6 THz to 1.2 THz. The confinement loss remains less than 1:0 Á 10 À3 dB/cm order within a wide frequency range from 0.8 THz to 1.5 THz, which is much less than the absorption loss.
The loss properties of the fiber can be also affected by the fiber structure parameters. Here, the effects of fiber structure parameters, such as: thickness of rectangular-shaped dielectric strips d, strip-to-strip pitch Ã, and the inner diameter of the dielectric cirque D, on the performance of the fiber are investigated numerically. We keep two of the parameters fixed while varying the third one.
The absorption loss and confinement loss as a function of Ã at 1 THz for d ¼ 20 m and D ¼ 4 mm are shown in Fig. 3(a) . As we can see, the absorption loss of the terahertz guided mode decreases with the increasing of pitch Ã. Meanwhile, the confinement loss remains in a significantly low level for different Ã. This seems that the larger the pitch Ã is, the better loss properties the fiber has. However, the fact is that with the increasing of the pitch Ã, there will be an undesirable intensity dip in the center of the fundamental core mode, which results in the difficulties of exciting it with a common Gaussian terahertz laser source. Moreover, for larger pitch Ã, the fiber trends to act as an array of independent subwavelength fibers. To make tradeoffs, we use the pitch Ã ¼ 100 m, here, the absorption loss and the confinement loss for 1 THz are 0.26 dB/cm and 4:05 Ã 10 À5 dB/cm, respectively. Fig. 3(b) presents absorption loss and confinement loss as functions of the inner diameter of the dielectric cirque D when d ¼ 20 m and Ã ¼ 100 m. The absorption loss almost remains a constant with various D and the confinement loss decreases with the increasing of D, which is due to that the fundamental mode is mainly distributed around the core area and increasing D will increase the spacing between the core and the lossy outer dielectric cladding to minimize the confinement losses. A similar phenomenon is also noted in the suspended core fibers [20] . The absorption loss and the confinement loss versus d with D ¼ 4 mm and Ã ¼ 100 m are present in Fig. 3(c) . The absorption loss increases with the increasing of d, whereas the confinement loss decreases. The reason for this is that increasing of d will increase power fractions in the material, which leads to more absorption losses, while on the other hand, the fiber will have better confinement capacity. Fig. 3(d) shows the total loss versus frequency for the proposed fiber with Ã ¼ 100 m. As seen from this figure, broader bandwidth with low loss can be obtained for smaller d and larger D. By setting d ¼ 10 m and D ¼ 5 mm, a low-loss window from 0.73 THz to 1.03 THz with total loss lower than 0.1 dB/cm ð$ 0:023 cm À1 Þ can be achieved. While for loss G 0.086 dB/cm ð$ 0:02 cm À1 Þ, the low-loss region locates inside the 0.74-0.95 THz range. As a comparison, the TOPAS terahertz photonics crystal fibers reported by Nielsen, which show low-loss propagation with G 0.1 dB/cm loss inside the 0.4-0.6 THz range [29] .The suspended small solid-core fiber shows bandwidth from 0.28 THz to 0.48 THz with propagation losses of 0.02 cm À1 [20] . Hence, our fiber shows comparative loss and bandwidth with the aforementioned fibers. The bridge thickness and out diameter of the optimized fiber is comparative with the fabricated suspended core fiber [20] .
If the inner diameter of the dielectric cirque D is increased, the loss can be further reduced and the low-loss window would be extended on the low-frequency side. For our proposed fiber, one definite advantage is that the fiber can be simply expanded to dualcore fibers, which can be used for terahertz directional coupling based applications such as polarization splitters, which will be investigated in the follows sections. Moreover, we found the structure can obtain high birefringence when the strip-to-strip pitch Ã in horizontal and vertical orientations are different to each other. This research will be carried out in later works. Fig. 4 presents the configuration of the dual-core terahertz fiber derived from the suspended core fiber, in which two symmetrical cores A and B are included. The distance between the two cores is D 1 . The inner diameter of the dielectric cirque D ¼ 4 mm and thickness of the dielectric cirque of 0.5 mm are fixed for all cases. According to the theory of mode coupling, the coupling of a dual-core fiber can be described by the use of the even and odd supermodes, which are formed by modes of the individual cores and have symmetric and antisymmetric field distributions, respectively.
The Terahertz Polarization Splitter Based on This Fiber
In dual-core optical fiber, the coupling length is defined as
where n i e and n i o are the effective refractive indices of i-polarized even and odd supermodes, respectively. The four even and odd supermodes in the proposed dual-core fiber are evaluated by the FEM method, and their field distributions are shown in Fig. 5 .
The transmission loss could be estimated using the following expression:
where A i loss is the average value of the total losses of even and odd supermodes for the i-polarized mode, L c is the splitter length.
The performance of the dual-core terahertz fiber with different Ã and d is simulated. The coupling lengths can be calculated from Eq. (4). Fig. 6(a) shows the coupling lengths for the x -and y -polarized lights at 1 THz versus distance between the two cores of the fiber with different Ã at d ¼ 20 m. The results indicate that both coupling lengths L x and L y increase with the increase of the distance between the two cores. The coupling length L x is shorter than L y , which is due to the rectangular-shaped strips between the two cores benefiting more for the coupling of the x-polarized light. By the choice of appropriate distance D 1 , the coupling length L y could be twice of L x , which leads to the coupling of the y-polarized mode to another core and the stay of the x-polarized mode Table 1 that the polarization splitter length increases with the increase of Ã, whereas the total loss A i loss become lower. This is owing to the fact that the transmission loss of the supermodes decrease with the increase of pitch, whereas the splitter length increases with the increase of pitch. As a result, the combination of these two parameters results in an almost constant transmission loss only with a slight increase for the larger pitch structure. The transmission losses are lower than 1 dB for the three cases. Fig. 6(b) gives the Table 2 . The data show that the polarization splitter length decreases with the increasing of d, and the total loss A i loss becomes higher. As a result, the transmission loss P i loss increases slightly. From the above results, we can see that a small pitch and large d could lead to lower transmission loss for the splitter. Since the fiber with large d can be fabricated more easily, we can choose d ¼ 20 m, whereas the pitch is Ã ¼ 100 m.
When the power of the fundamental mode P in is launched into core A, the output power from core A and core B are calculated, respectively, as At the propagation distance of 3.36 cm, the two polarized lights will be effectively separated. The corresponding transmission losses for the x -and y -polarized modes are 0.8951 and 0.8874 dB, respectively. Fig. 7(c) shows the extinction ratios (ERs) of the x -and y -polarized states of the proposed splitter as a function of frequency. The ERs are defined as the power ratio between the undesired and the desired polarized states in each output core. The ERs are ERx ¼ À67:17 dB for core A and ERy ¼ À73:86 dB for core B at the center frequency of 1 THz, respectively. In addition, the frequency range where the ERs below À20 dB are 0.980-1.020 THz and 0.984-1.016 THz for x -and y -polarized modes, respectively. Therefore, the ERs remain below À20 dB over a 0.032 THz frequency range for both of polarized modes. It should be noted that bandwidth larger than 0.1 THz can be achieved if the ER value is lower than À10 dB. For the broad linewidth terahertz source, the proposed polarization splitter is not suited. However, the proposed polarization splitter can be applied for narrow linewidth sources [37] , [38] . Terahertz sources with a narrow linewidth of 50 MHz have been available [37] . The operating bandwidth of the splitter has been wide enough for such sources.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have investigated a design of a suspended core fiber for terahertz propagation. In such a terahertz fiber, the core-guided mode is effectively confined in the suspended core area, and the main power is distributed in the air holes, which results in a low absorption loss. In addition, a new terahertz polarization splitter based on this fiber is presented. The length of the polarization splitter can be 3.36 cm, whereas the loss of the splitter is less than 0.89 dB, which makes the proposed configuration more suitable for practical applications.
